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Rare quality Elder Gem rewards now require the achievement for killing the final boss in the Veteran dungeons. â–« Epic quality ...... Spell Ranges will now list their first decimal place. â–« Optimized ...... Path Episode associated with the mission. 
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WILDSTAR BETA PATCH APRIL 2014



I.



Patch Highlights      



II.



General               



III.



Fixed an issue that could cause initial reputation values with a faction to start at their parent reputation's level instead of at zero. Abandoning an item imbuement quest will now reset all progress on that quest. Players can no longer logout instantly in enemy cities. Standing in a river can no longer be used to prevent idle disconnect. However, players can now exit the game while floating in water. Players will no longer be able to start a Challenge while dead. We think being Dead is enough of a challenge in itself. Fixed some cases where forward dash animations might play when dashing backwards. Characters should no longer rotate into awkward positions when sitting in chairs, because that’s just weird. Changes have been made that should reduce game latency when realms have high player populations. Made some improvements to movement which will make landing and dodging enemy and player telegraphs more accurate. Fixed an issue where players would sometimes be able to run around in a dungeon and monsters wouldn't spawn. Fixed a problem loading screen that hung indefinitely if the player character was in a group. Fixed a realm crash that could occur when weekly raid instances expired. Fixed a crash that sometimes caused auction items disappearing. A message now displays when a mentor stops mentoring a group member. Pressing the Interact key (default 'F') will interact with the selected target instead of the nearest target. If no target is selected or the selected target cannot be interacted with, the nearest target in range will be interacted with instead.



Installation/Launcher      



IV.



The DirectX version being used is now displayed at bottom of the login screen. The installer dialog tabs are now in the correct order. When a corrupt file is found, it is now flagged to be repaired by the launcher the next time the game is run. Added the document ThirdPartySoftware.txt to the Client folder; this covers any third party software licenses. You must accept the EULA before logging in. You must! Fixed an issue where, while logging in, players would receive the "No Realms Available" message when there actually were realms available.



Guilds        



V.



Because we're still in beta, these patch notes may be unintentionally missing various changes and updates. We'll continue to update the notes as needed, so if you discover anything missing, please let us know! A completely revamped User Interface has been introduced to the game! The UI will continue to be polished over the coming months, so please pardon our dust. Stun Breakout Gameplay has been changed. Thank you to everyone who provided feedback on this mechanic over the last few months! PvP gear (especially at level 50) has had a balance pass done. This affects your current gear, so check the proper section below. Runes and rune sets have had a balance pass. This affects your current gear, so check out the details below before you head back into the world! Higher difficulty encounters and creatures have been added throughout the world. These creatures will grant larger quest credit and XP for those willing to take on the added difficulty.



The amount of guild money available should now display correctly for a players wishing to repair their items. The guild repair button will now be properly enabled only when there are enough funds available. Guild members with the permission 'Emblem and Standard' can now access the emblem editor. Fixed an issue where the promoting or demoting of guild members would crash the realm, because no one is that special. The Guild Bank Management tab is now accessible if the guild member has 'Bank Tab Rename' or 'Spend Influence' permission. Guild bank withdrawal limits no longer affect how much a member can deposit into the guild bank. The guild item repair panel has been re-organized. Guild Experience, Prestige, Coin and Reputation perks now also provide an 8% bonus to quest and event rewards.



Creatures



[Wall of text… ]



VI.



Characters



General         



Telegraphs no longer get stuck being displayed after combat. Added new character hair options in Character Creation. Character Creation now offers various body types for all races and genders. Updated all dye item icons with new art that displays their color. Players can now delete characters from the character selection screen, even after that character becomes a home owner. Players can no longer have numbers in their character name. Characters with numbers in their names will be forced to rename themselves. Draken women can no longer swim vertically like a dolphin on top of the water because, well, they’re not dolphins. Foreign language characters are now allowed in character names. Players using their Recall ability inside of a cross realm instance should now be returned to the correct realm.



Emotes 



The "/stand" animation will now transition more smoothly from sitting.



Items          











Tech Boost - Fixed a tooltip error with the duration. Renamed the item "Bounty Hunter's Halo" to "Bounty Hunter's Mask" to better describe its appearance. Renamed head armor items that were incorrectly labeled as shoulder armor. The item Frosted Radiant Hand is no longer restricted to Engineers. The cost of dyes has been revised so the cheapest price has increased, and the most expensive has decreased. Updated all dye item icons with new art that displays their color. Osun Heavy Exanite Collar, Gleaming Exanite Pauldrons, and Trogun's Grand Pauldrons now correctly appear as shoulders on Player's character. Fixed a tooltip error with the duration on Finesse and Insight Boosts Food has received a balance pass. Potions



   



Potions have received a balance pass.



 



Item Specials and Rune Sets have received a balance pass.



Potions are now usable while casting.



Unstable Potions now have a 3 minute duration, up from 60 seconds. Item Specials and Rune Sets Item Specials and Rune Sets should no longer break stealth.



Gadgets



      



           



Potions no longer break Stealth unless they deal damage.



Gadgets have received a balance pass. Gadgets are now usable off the GCD. All gadgets now share a cooldown. Gadgets no longer break Stealth unless they deal damage. Gadgets are now usable while casting. Break Free can now be used while under all Crowd Control effects.



The Break Free gadget now displays the correct amount of Absorb. Fixed names on various items as well as renamed some items at were incorrectly labeled. Updated loot pinata icons for salvageable cloth items. The 'Manta Hoverboard' has had its price changed from 300 credits to 300 elder gems. Foulpads will now correctly appear as boots on your character. Informant's Helm now correctly appears as a head item on the Player's character, and no longer appears as pants. Protostar Moddable Repeater is now correctly a Heavy Gun weapon. Adjusted prices that vendors offer for a wide variety of items (such as Armor, Gadgets, Gems, Ore, Food, Omniplasm, etc.) Darkspire Slank Pumps will now properly display as boots instead of gloves. The cost of dyes has been revised so the cheapest price has increased, and the most expensive has decreased. Pricing and prerequisites for Elder Gem items have been updated. Datacore Fissionist's Respirator now properly displays as head armor instead of boots. Flamesmoke Headcover no longer appears in the Feet slot when equipping.







Liquid Rage, Pain Suppression Device, and Unstable Brutality Boost items are now named "Liquid Focus", "Hotfoot Helper" and "Reactive Brutality Boost" to better reflect what the items do. The Amp Injector is now named the "Freedom Injector" to help clarify that this item is not part of the AMP system. The Arct Arms vendor's wares are no longer called "Arct Arms Arms." New icons have been added to all raid items. Reduced the regular world drop rate of Epic items. Fixed several quest rewards that were not the correct item level. In almost all cases, items are more powerful than they were before. For Grimvault vendors, Faerybloom Medispray will no longer appear in the Meals and Ingredients section. It will now cost credits to dye equipment regardless of how the item was obtained. At vendors, items that cannot be purchased are now highlighted in red. Fixed a crash that occurred when dragging the 'Widowmaker' item around in the inventory. Players should now be able to consistently purchase stacks of items from a vendor if they have enough credits. Frame rates should no longer dip when the player salvages items in their inventory. Equipped items purchased with elder gems will no longer display the tooltip saying the item can still be sold. Fixed a crash caused when Players use an item with multiple charges and log off at the same time. Individual items can once again be repaired through the vendor UI. Fixed several Elder Gem vendor items that cost Gold instead of Elder Gems. Impenetrable Cover item now displays correct name. 'Choice Recruit's Headdress' items should now have the correct names. Level 50 Veteran quality Rare and Epic gear on the Elder Gem vendor now all have the correct purchase requirements. Rare quality Elder Gem rewards now require the achievement for killing the final boss in the Veteran dungeons. Epic quality Elder Gem rewards now require the achievement for getting a Gold Medal in the Veteran dungeons and adventures. The exact requirement varies from item to item. Seeds have been removed from the Chest of Crafting Components rewards on Challenges.



                    



VII.



Classes



General     



       







Updated the Stuffed! buff so that eating new food doesn't incorrectly cancel out your previous buff without giving you the new buff. Using Void Slip no longer makes some objects disappear. Assault Power and Support Power now give more stat per budget point; 1 stat per point up from 0.5. Cooldown timers will now appear on spells fired because of ability queuing. All class Cleanses and Purges will now remove High Priority effects first.  Heal Debuffs can no longer be Deflected but are now set to High Priority.  Many powerful class buffs and debuffs have been flagged as High Priority. All class Crowd Control effects without Breakout Gameplay (Blind, Disorient, Root, Daze, and Snare) are now dispellable. All class Crowd Control effects with Breakout Gameplay (Knockdown, Stun, Subdue, and Tether Mine) are no longer dispellable. Fixed a number of debuffs that were not dispellable when they should have been. Fixed a number of Crowd Control effects that could have missed when Blinded. Stances can now be changed while mounted without causing issues. Pets should no longer gain Strikethrough, Deflect, Crit, or Crit Severity per level. Overloaded shields can no longer be healed. Stun Breakout Gameplay has been changed based on feedback. This change is intended to remove the button spamming, while also making keyboard macros less viable.  Players no longer have to rapidly press the interact button to get out of Stuns.  Now a random movement button (Forward, Backward, Left or Right) is selected.  Holding down the corresponding button will allow you to get out of the stun faster. Spells that show an 'animated field' visual effect should now cast properly.



AMPs         



Added 80 AMP Icons. AMPs have received a major balance pass. In general, they were previously much stronger than intended. Fixed an issue where certain AMPs would cause some collapsible sections in vendor menus to automatically close. All of the new AMPs listed in their Character sections also have tradable versions that drop from World loot. All Inlaids now require an AMP Unlock Item, and those new AMP Unlocks will now be found in the world. Updated all AMP Unlock Items to have their proper rarity (Common, Uncommon, or Rare). Updated all AMP Buff and Debuff icons. Swapped the positions of the Strikethrough and Lifesteal AMP series on Tank classes. Ensured that AMPs that should proc off heals only proc off direct heals.



        



Ensured that AMPs that should proc off damage, only proc off direct damage. Fixed an issue that was causing some AMPs to stop proc’ing after an extended amount of time. Fixed an issue causing some AMPs to persist through swapping action sets. Fixed a number of AMP Item Unlocks on the Engineer and Spellslinger. Abilities can now be purchased directly from the Action Set Builder, rather than requiring an Ability Vendor. The AMP interface now includes a button to reset AMP points from anywhere. Resets now cost credits. Cooldown Reduction AMPs will now only reduce the cooldown on class abilities. All AMPs are now categorized as, well, AMPs. They will now display that they are an AMP, and for which class in their tooltips. They should also now appear in the Auction House correctly. New AMPs are available at vendors throughout the game.



Engineer General



  



When a channeled spell reaches its maximum, it should no longer print to the combat log. Bot summon cooldowns will now reset after being mounted for 2 seconds. Engineer Bots no longer cause Daze.



Abilities







Personal Defense Unit



-



Now grants the correct amount of Absorb.







The Defense Buff now displays the correct amount in the tool tip. Shock Pulse







The Tier upgrade value no longer reports that damage scales from Assault Power. Disruptive Module -



The Tier 8 bonus now activates when you are between 30 and 70 Volatility.



-



Fixed a bug with the Tier 8 bonus that prevented the increased damage from applying.







Fixed the tooltip to more accurately express what the ability does. Quick Burst







Innate



-



Exo Suit visuals now appear in PvP areas.



-



Tier 8 no longer deals base damage.







Zap







Ricochet







Fixed an issue in which this ability would sometimes not hit additional targets if the original target dies. Target Acquisition -







Tooltip now accurately reflects how the ability functions. Bolt Caster







Tier 4 bonus no longer applies if no targets were hit. Bruiser Bot







The Tier 4 bonus description no longer shows an incorrect Deflect Chance bonus. Volatile Injection -



 



Fixed an issue in which you would only gain Volatility on the first tick. Mode: Eradicate  7% Mitigation Penalty, down from 12% Eradication ExoSuit o Can now build Volatility if not in combat. o Can cast the innate while casting other abilities. o Proc



-















Can only proc once every 2.5 seconds, up from 1 second. 22.96 damage per level, up from 10.65



72.51% Assault Power, up from 33.65% Provocation ExoSuit o Can now build Volatility if not in combat. o Can cast Innate while casting other abilities. Code Red o Casting will now interrupt any current casts. o Fixed the Transferring Threat buff so that it now correctly lasts 8 seconds. o Fixed the Transferring Threat buff so that it may now increase to over 25% on allies. o The Taunt Debuff value now shows the correct amount of Threat Transfer. Electrocute o Tier 4 Bonus



o



Increases Technology damage dealt by 2.5% per stack, down from 5%. Tier 8 Bonus -







Flak Cannon o Channel 2.5 seconds, up from 1.25 seconds. o 6 ticks in the channel, up from 3 o Base



o 















-



3.42 damage per level, down from 3.57



-



1.61% Support Power per tier, up from 1.1% per tier



-



Removed 10% chance to refund half the Volatility cost.



10.76% Support Power, down from 11.25% Minor Tier Bonus



Mortar Strike o Base Obstruct Vision o Base



o







Deals 10.87% Assault Power damage per tick, down from 57.47%.



-



Casting will now interrupt any current casts.



-



Duration of blind 0.25 seconds per tier, up from 0.2 seconds



9.9 damage per level, down from 13.07 15.63% Assault Power, down from 20.62%



15.63% Support Power, down from 20.62% Minor Tier Bonus 4.97% Assault Power per tier, down from 5.87% per tier



4.97% Support Power per tier, down from 5.87% per tier Unstable Anomaly o Casting will now interrupt any current casts. Unsteady Miasma o Tier 8 Bonus



Upon being hit 3 times snares target by 42% for 3 seconds. Replaces being rooted for 1.5 seconds. Urgent Withdrawal o Fixed a bug that caused the snare to always be at base value. o Base



o



-



Snare 28% base per stack, up from 24%



-



4.97% Assault Power per tier, down from 5.5% per tier



7.54 damage per level, down from 11.1 11.91% Assault Power, down from 17.52%



11.91% Support Power, down from 17.52% Minor Tier Bonus 4.97% Support Power per tier, down from 5.5% per tier



AMPs



                 



Support Gear has been renamed to Quick Restart. It was removed from the Farside zone reputation vendors and placed on the Galeras and Auroria zone reputation vendors, making it available several levels earlier. Keep on Truckin’ has been removed from the Farside zone reputation vendors and placed on the Galeras and Auroria zone reputation vendors, making it available several levels earlier. Boost Armor: Increase Armor by 12.5%, down from 18% Bust and Move: Increase Movement Speed by 11.5%, down from 28% Cruisin for a Bruisin: Increase Critical Hit Chance by 20%, down from 30% Disciplined Soldier: Increase Incoming Healing by 10%, down from 17% Defense Protocol: Deflect buff reduced to 13%, down from 24% Exploit Weakness: Reduces Armor by 18%, down from 28% Explosive Ammo: Deals 11.1% Assault Power damage, down from 13.43% Forceful Impact: Increase Assault and Support power by 9.6%, down from 15% Hamstring Tear: Snares by 15%, down from 40% Harmful Hits: Increase Critical Hit Chance by 9%, down from 23% Helpin’ Hand: Increases incoming healing by 5% per stack, down from 20% per stack Keep up the Pace: Movement speed increased by 15%, down from 37% No Pain, No Pain: PvP Offense buff 4.5%, down from 10% Razor’s Edge: Increase Strikethrough by 11.5%, down from 18% Repeat Business: Increase Deflect Critical Chance by 9.6%, down from 15% Shrapnel Rounds: Deals 13.3% Assault Power damage per tick, down from 26.6%



   



Survival Instincts: Recover 2% of Maximum Health per tick,down from 7.25% Volatile Armor: Increase Critical Hit Chance by 10%, down from 12% Volatility Rising: Tick time every 1.5s, up from 1.0s. Added new Engineers AMPs:  Keep It Moving has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Keep Up The Pace has been added to the Wilderrun zone reputation vendors.



Esper General



      



Warden no longer follows the caster. Optimized some Esper abilities' visual effects. Healing Touch no longer also requires the caster to be below 30% Health. Soothe displays the correct amount of Focus used per charge level Geists, Phantoms, and Figments now all have a 10m range on their attacks and will not attack if Rooted or Tethered. Psi Point Builders now correctly generate a Psi Point when they deal a killing blow on a Foe. We ran an internal audit on all Esper healing rewards after our changes to Esper stats a few patches ago, and found that many of the rewards had not yet been updated. Many Esper healing items were stated with Insight and Moxie. These items will be changed over to Insight and Finesse. There were also several areas where you could only get an Insight-Moxie Light Armor or healing Accessory reward. We’ve gone through and added new Insight-Finesse rewards to several of these rewards points. The following items have had their stats adjusted from Moxie to Finesse:  Prime Neuroblade  Fuelfuze Mindstar  Star of the High Priest  Soulblade of the Fallen Soldier  Augmented Biomesh Psyblade  Spineblade of the Osiric  Caretaker’s Hubris  Slushbrew Psionic Blade  ThetaTech Psi Suppressed Blade  Edge of Blind Justice  Mind of the Pridelord  Polaris MindFreeze Psyblade  Crescent Edge of Lightreach  Meditative Hijunga Blade  Eldan Antecessor Omniblade  Barugh’s Buccaneer Bladed Psybomb  Feather Adorned Buzzblade  Barugh’s Buccaneer Bladed Astral Star  Psystar of Vigilance  Mind of the Wild  Ascendant  Call of the Vault The following items have had their stats adjusted from Insight to Finesse:  Vultura’s Psionic Blade An additional reward has been added to the following:  Grimvault Zone Reward Completion for all Paths  Wilderrun Zone Reward Completion for all Paths  Shiphand : Deep Space Exploration Quest  Shiphand: Antivirus Quest  Shiphand: Space Madness Quest  Deradune Quest: Explosive Mammodin  Ellevar Quest: The Face of Justice  Celestion Quest: Watcher’s Warning  Algoroc Quest: Protostar Pure Loftite Survey  Galeras Quest: If It Ain’t Broke, Break It  Galeras Quest: Broodlord of the Stormwing  Auroria Quest: The Hammer of Sundering  Auroria Quest: Loading Zone: No Landing  Whitevale Quest: Drill, Interrupted  Whitevale Quest: Butchering for the Butcher



               



Whitevale Quest: Road Kill Wilderrun Quest: Beyond Redemption Wilderrun Quest: The Hybrid Synthesis Malgrave Quest: Artificial Mastermind Malgrave Quest: Revenge on the Rocks Malgrave Quest: Blood for Brew Grimvault Quest: Open Heart Grimvault Quest: With Great Power Grimvault Quest: Light at the End Grimvault Quest: Big Badda Boom Grimvault Quest: Egg Hunt Grimvault Quest: Face the Phage Lord Grimvault Quest: Power Corrupts Drusera Instance Quest: Straining to be Heard Grimvault Reputation Vendor Rewards Espers will now build combo points while attacking the Power Cores during the 'Caretaker Showdown' quest in Celestion.



Abilities







Catharsis







Cooldown reduced to 6 seconds down from 20 seconds. Heal reduced to 6.5% Assault/Support Power down from 23% Assault and Support Power. Heal per level reduced to 7 down from 24.66.



Crush







Fade Out







Geist







Haunt



-



Knockdown duration increased to 4 seconds up from 3 seconds at base. Damage reduced to 8.35% Assault/Support Power down from 19.17% Assault and Support Power, Damage per level reduced to 8.94 down from 20.46. Tier 8 now properly summons an Illusion when used. Now scales with the Caster’s Deflect, Strikethrough, Critical Hit, and Critical Hit Severity. Can now be cast on the move. Damaged reduced to 51.25% Assault Power from 59.25% Assault Power and Damage per Level was reduced to 27.34 from 31.61.



-







Higher tiers of Haunt no longer prevent damage from being dealt from lower tiers. Illusionary Blades







The final charge can now be held for up to 2.5 additional seconds. Mind Burst







Tier 7 - 4PP Damage increased to 144% Assault Power up from 142.3% Assault Power. Mind Over Body -



Fixed a bug that was causing the ability to grant 2 stacks of Build Up.







Mirage







Player pets no longer trigger the trap. Phantasmal Armor







Absorption Shield increased to 90 Absorb per level up from 0 and Support Power reduced to 168.9% down from 320%. Pyrokinetic Flame -







Reap







Restraint







Soothe



-







The caster can now be healed by Pyrokinetic Flame. Player pets no longer trigger the trap. Fixed a bug that was delaying the Root being applied to foes.



-



Charge 2 and 3 can now be cast on the move.



-



Increased the pushback on the base to 12 meters up from 8 meters.



Charge 2 Heal reduced to 34.92% Support Power from 42.3% Support Power and 18.63 Health per Level down from 22.55. Charge 3 Heal reduced to 51.8% Support Power from 59.14% Support Power and 26.53 Health per Level down from 31.56.



The final charge can now be held for up to 2.5 additional seconds. Shockwave Damage reduced to 26.5% Assault/Support Power down from 41.22% Assault and Support Power, Damage per level reduced to 28.3 down from 43.97.







Spectral Form



-



Now usable while casting.







Sprint resource can no longer be drained during Spectral Form. Spectral Swarm







Now scales with the Caster’s Deflect, Strikethrough, Critical Hit, and Critical Hit Severity. Telekinetic Storm -







The visual now ignores the scale of the creature it is attached to. Now set to prioritize players over NPCs. Now shows a debuff icon.



Warden



-



Warden’s telegraph now shows the time left on the AoE.



AMPs



              



B-I-N-G-O: Chance to trigger is 20%, down from 33%. Duelist: PvP Offense buff 4.5%, down from 9%. Figment: Deals 27% Assault Power damage per tick, up from 12%. Follow Through: Increases Assault Power by 10.5%, down from 17%. Inspiration: Magical Resistance increased by 8.5%, down from 15%. Inspirational Charge: Movement speed increase 12%, down from 20%. No Pain No…: Chance to trigger is 10%, up from 5%. Payback: Jumping no longer grants an interrupt armor. Reckful: Increases Critical Hit Severity by 18%, down from 38.5%. Refund: Now has a 5 second internal cooldown. Shocked: PvP Defense debuff 4%, down from 17%. Shocked: Can trigger every 1s, down from 10s. The Power!: Moxie increased by 16%, down from 30%. True Sight: Strikethrough increased by 8%, down from 10%. New Esper AMPs:  Refund has been added to the Algoroc, Deradune, Celestion and Ellevar zone reputation vendors.  Focus Mastery has been added to the Galeras and Auroria zone reputation vendors.  Stand Strong has been added to the Galeras and Auroria zone reputation vendors.  The Power has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Superiority has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Spectral Shield has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Hard to Hit has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Inspirational Charge has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Cheat Death has been added to the Wilderrun zone reputation vendors.  Feedback has been added to the Wilderrun zone reputation vendors.



Medic General



    



Shields can no longer be healed when overloaded. Energize, Extricate, Paralytic Surge, Urgency, and Calm can now be cast while casting another ability, but doing so will interrupt the first cast. Debuffs and fields are no longer removed when the Medic dies. Fixed bugs with several debuffs appearing to last longer than their actual duration. Critical Attacks and Heals now grant the Clear! buff enabling the use of Atomize and Dual Shock. Using either ability removes the buff.



Abilities







Barrier







Emission



-



Buffer can no longer be reapplied by the heal over time from Barrier.



-







Every other use of the spell no longer uses the base Tier rather than the actual Tier selected for Tiers 1-8. Empowering Probes







Fissure







Nullifier



-



Base: Increased Damage Dealt by 10%, down from 20%. Minor Tier Bonus: Increased Damage Dealt by 0.625%, down from 1.25%. The Tier 4 bonus now correctly gives 3% Crit and 3% Strikethrough, instead of 6% Crit. No longer triggers daze or on hit procs. No longer triggers daze or on hit procs.







Paralytic Surge







Tiers 3-8 no longer have a shorter cooldown than the intended 30 seconds. Protection Probes







Now reduces damage taken rather than increasing resistances. Quantum Cascade -







Reduced the size of the first two ticks by 75% and adjusted their positioning to ensure that the forward point of each diamond is in the same position. Quick Dodge







Recharge







Urgency



-



Fixed a bug where a Dash Token would not be restored when rolling out of Knockdowns at full Dash Tokens. Fixed a bug where the Assault and Support Power buff was not being applied to allies when using Tier 8. Tiers 1-8 now show a buff icon. Reduced the base movement speed to 20%, down from 40%. Fixed a bug with the Tier 8 bonus that was preventing the damage and healing from firing.



AMPs



                 



Weakness into Strength A.M.P. - Now functions correctly. Antigen Isolation: Increases outgoing damage by 3% per stack, down from 7%. Armor Coating: Increases Armor by 8.9%, down from 19.5%. Chemical Burn: Deals 9.5% Assault Power damage per tick, down from 21.6%. Core Damage: Increase outgoing damage by 1.5% per stack, down from 8% per stack. Debilitative Armor: PvP Defense debuff 6.5%, down from 8.4%. Empowering Aura: Increase Critical Hit Chance by 6%, down from 8%. Energy Pulse: Deals 54% Assault Power damage per tick, down from 72%. Entrapment: Increases damage taken by 6%, down from 6.6%. In Flux: Increases Assault Power by 12%, up from 7%. Meltdown: Deals 104% Assault Power damage, down from 153.6%. Also fixed a bug where this could damage 40 enemies rather than the intended 5. Null Zone: Decreases foe Assault Power by 7.5%, down from 10%. Power Cadence: Builds an Actuator every 15s, up from 9s. Scalpel! Forceps!: Increases Assault and Support Power by 3% per stack, down from 8%. Stay with Me: Increases Assault Power by 24%, down from 30%. Recycler: Gamma Rays has a 30% chance to trigger this effect, down from 60%. Recycler: Quantum Cascade has a 25% chance to trigger this effect, down from 45%. New Medic AMPs:  Recycler has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Running on Empty has been added to the Wilderrun zone reputation vendors.



Spellslinger General



      



Allies' spell telegraphs now display with the correct colors. Cooldowns now always transfer over when changing tiers of a spell. As well as remain on a spell regardless of changing tiers or action sets. Using Void Slip no longer makes some objects disappear. This is most noticeable in Adventures. Dying in the Void no longer prevents your friends from resurrecting you. When spell surged, the cast bar should now always match the execution time. The Spatial Shift spell will now correctly send target to caster's original location. Updated sounds for the following Spellslinger abilities:



-







Healing Torrent True Shot Dual Fire Chill Runic Healing Illusionary Blades



Vitality Burst If you die in the void, when you resurrect, the sky will no longer look like you are still in the void.



Abilities







Affinity



o



Fixed an issue that caused the Tier 8 Absorption effect to not block damage.







Arcane Missiles o Can no longer hit player pets. o Base



-



16.47 damage per level, up from 14.12



o



30.88% Assault Power, up from 26.45% Minor Tier Bonus



o



2.39% Assault Power per tier, up from 2% Surge Base



o 



Cooldown 12 seconds, up from 8 seconds



-



26.71 damage per level, down from 31.19



-



2.39% Assault Power per tier, up from 2%



-



22.92 damage per level, up from 20.54



-



4.01% Support Power per tier, up from 3.03%



-



29.18 damage per level, up from 23.15 (Above 30%)



-



3.78% Assault Power per tier, up from 2.75% (Above 30%)



-



49.78 health per level, up from 48.18 (instant)



-



3.4% Support Power per tier, up from 2.95% (instant)



-



72.75 health per level, down from 86.46 (instant)



-



3.4% Support Power per tier, up from 2.95% (instant)



-



59.78 damage per level, up from 52.57



50.08% Assault Power, down from 58.45% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



Arcane Shock o Base



o



21.49% Assault Power, up from 19.26%



21.49% Support Power, up from 19.26% Minor Tier Bonus



4.01% Assault Power per tier, up from 3.03% Tiers 6-8 no longer have a lingering telegraph. Assassinate o Base



o







o







55.17 damage per level, up from 46.29 (Below 30%)



103.42% Assault Power, up from 86.8% (Below 30%) Minor Tier Bonus 7.16% Assault Power per tier, up from 5.5% (Below 30%)



Astral Infusion o Base



o



o



o







54.7% Assault Power, up from 43.4 % (Above 30%)



93.34% Support Power, up from 90.33% (instant) 8.94 health per level, up from 8.64 (heals over time)



16.76% Support Power, up from 16.2% (heals over time) Minor Tier Bonus 0.6% Support Power per tier, up from 0.5% (heals over time) Surge Base 136.38% Support Power, down from 162.08% (instant) 13.06 health per level, down from 15.51 (heals over time)



24.47% Support Power, down from 29.08% (heals over time) Surge Minor Tier Bonus



0.6% Support Power per tier, up from 0.5% (heals over time) Charged Shot o Cooldown 10 seconds, up from 7 seconds o Base - Charge 4



o



112.06% Support Power, up from 98.55% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 4



o



12.12% Support Power per tier, up from 10.54% Base - Charge 3 -



o



29.9 damage per level, up from 26.29.



56.04% Assault Power, up from 49.29% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 3



o



6.06% Assault Power per tier, up from 5.27%. Base - Charge 2 -



o



14.96 damage per level, up from 13.16



28.05% Assault Power, up from 24.66% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 2



-



o



3.04% Assault Power per tier, up from 2.64% Base - Charge 1



-



11.95 damage per level, up from 10.51



o



22.4% Assault Power, up from 19.71% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 1



o



2.43% Assault Power per tier, up from 2.11% Tier 8 Bonus -



o



99% Assault Power, up from 94.9% Surge Bonus







Reaches Max Charge in 1.4 seconds, up from 1.2 seconds.



Chill



o o



 



Base 12.39 damage per level, up from 8.95 23.25% Assault Power , up from 16.76% Minor Tier Bonus o 1.11% Assault Power per tier, up from 0.46% Dual Fire o Base



o



o



o



o







o



5.66% Support Power per tier, up from 3.52%



-



47.57 damage per level, up from 42.31



-



5.66% Support Power per tier, up from 3.52%



-



3.6% Strikethrough bonus, up from 3%



-



28.9 damage per level, up from 22.94.



-



3% Assault Power per tier, up from 0.9%



-



16.59 damage per level, up from 15.52



-



1.16% Support Power per tier, up from 0.72%



-



Snares at 45%, up from 40%



26.06 health per level, up from 15.38 (heal)



48.85% Support Power, up from 28.85% (heal) Minor Tier Bonus 5.66% Support Power per tier, up from 3.2% (heal) Surge Base 89.16% Support Power per tick, up from 79.33% 47.57 health per level , up from 38.94 (heal)



89.16% Support Power, up from 72.99% (heal) Surge Minor Tier Bonus 5.66% Support Power per tier, up from 3.2% (heal) Tier 8 Bonus 3.6% Strikethrough debuff, up from 3%



54.16% Assault Power , up from 43.02%



Cooldown 8 seconds, up from 5 seconds Minor Tier Bonus



15.54% Support Power, up from 14.54%



15.54% Assault Power, up from 14.54% Minor Tier Bonus 1.16% Assault Power per tier, up from 0.72% Tier 8 Bonus



Gate



o







-



48.85% Support Power , up from 31.32%



Flash Freeze o Base



o







26.06 damage per level, up from 16.71



Flame Burst o Base



o 



-



Can no longer be activated while under the effects of Subdue. Healing Salve



o



Base



-



o



Can cast while moving 5.72 health per level, up from 2.66.



10.71% Support Power, up from 5% Minor Tier Bonus



-



o



1.2% Support Power per tier, up from 0.7% Surge Base



-



o 



24% Support Power, up from 20.85% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



1.2% Support Power per tier, up from 0.7% Healing Torrent o 3 second cooldown, up from 0 seconds o Base -



87.02% Support Power, up from 70.37% Minor Tier Bonus



o



9.06% Support Power per tier, up from 7.88% Surge Base



o



o



o



88.81 health per level, down from 90.17



-



9.06% Support Power per tier, up from 7.88%



-



12.18 damage per level, up from 8.62



-



3.15% Assault Power per tier, up from 2.2%



-



26.01 damage per level, down from 34.22



-



3.15% Assault Power per tier per tick, up from 2.2%



-



Cooldown 20 seconds, down from 25 seconds



-



3.04 health per level, up from .99



-



6.54% Support Power per tier, up from 5.69%



-



5.5 damage per level, up from 4.94



166.65% Support Power, up from 157.96% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



Base 22.86% Assault Power, up from 16.16% Total damage over time 14.82 damage per level, up from 10.86



Total damage over time 27.9% Assault Power, up from 20.46% Minor Tier Bonus Damage over time 0.7% Assault Power per tick, up from 0.45% Surge Base 48.78% Assault Power per tick, down from 64.17% Total damage over time 31.74 damage per level, down from 43.14



Total damage over time 59.58% Assault Power , down from 80.88% Surge Minor Tier Bonus Damage over time 0.7% Assault Power per tick, up from 0.45%



Phase Shift o Base



o 



-



Ignite



o







46.41 health per level, up from 37.54



o



o 



12.8 health per level, up from 11.12.



Duration 3.4s, down from 3.7s Now properly states the gain of Interrupt Armor in the tool tip.



Purify



o



o



Base 2.85% Support Power, up from 0.92%



2.85% Support Power, up from 0.92% Minor Tier Bonus



6.54% Assault Power per tier, up from 5.69% Max range reduced to 25m, down from 35m. Applies to yourself and 4 other allies within the cone. Previously, only applied to 1 ally and 4 others within 5 meters of the target. Quick Draw o Base



o







o



10.29% Assault Power per tick, up from 9.26% Minor Tier Bonus



o



1.68% Assault Power per tier, up from 1.47% Surge Base -



o



13.69 damage per level, up from 13.47



25.66% Assault Power per tick, up from 25.27% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



-



o



1.68% Assault Power per tier, up from 1.47% Tier 8 Bonus



Grants 10% Assault Power, up from 6.5% The movement speed increase is no longer higher than it should be. Rapid Fire o Base o







-



9.23 damage per level, up from 8.32 17.32% Assault Power per tick, up from 17.07%



o



10 second cooldown, up from 8 seconds Minor Tier Bonus



o



1.68% Assault Power per tier, up from 1.46% Surge Base -



o



11.79 damage per level, down from 12.59



22.12% Assault Power per tick, down from 23.6% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



1.68% Assault Power per tier, up from 1.46% The Tier 8 Bonus has a 100% chance to reduce True Shot's Cooldown by 1 second with each cast. Regenerative Pulse o Base o







-



49 health per level, up from 46.26



o



91.85% Support Power, up from 86.72% Minor Tier Bonus



o



5.8% Support Power per tier, up from 5% Surge Base -



o



84.33 health per level, down from 105.15



158.09% Support Power, down from 197.11% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



5.8% Support Power per tier, up from 5% Can no longer hit player pets. Runic Healing o Base o







o



o



o







-



5.71 health per level, up from 5.14.(moving)



-



1.21% Support Power per tier, up from 1.05% (moving)



-



8.65 health per level, up from 8.2 (moving)



-



1.21% Support Power per tier, up from 1.05% (moving)



-



51.2 Absorb per level, up from 0



8.78 health per level, up from 7.9.(stationary) 10.7% Support Power, up from 9.63%(moving)



16.45% Support Power, up from 14.82%(stationary) Minor Tier Bonus 1.86% Support Power per tier, up from 1.61% (stationary) Surge Base 13.3 health per level, up from 12.61 (stationary) 16.21% Support Power, up from 15.37% (moving)



24.94% Support Power, up from 23.65% (stationary) Surge Minor Tier Bonus



1.86% Support Power per tier, up from 1.61% (stationary) Runes of Protection o Base



o



96.01% Support Power, down from 181% Minor Tier Bonus



o



5.81% Support Power per tier, up from 3.5% Surge Base -



86.54 Absorb per level, up from 0 162.23% Support Power, down from 402%



o



Surge Minor Tier Bonus







5.81% Support Power per tier, up from 3.5%



Spatial Shift o Base



o



Cooldown 35 seconds, down from 45 seconds Minor Tier Bonus -















Duration 0.3s per tier, down from 0.44s. o Now correctly sends target to caster's original location. Spell Surge o Increased In-Combat Regeneration to match the Out of Combat Regeneration (This doubles the old regeneration rate) o Can now be activated while sprinting. Sustain o Base Can be cast while moving o Charge 1 14.4 health per level, up from 14.39 27% Support Power, up from 26.98% o Minor Tier Bonus 3.62% Support Power per tier, up from 3.16% o Charge 2 37.4 health per level, up from 37.38 70.13% Support Power, up from 70.09% o Minor Tier Bonus 9.41% Support Power per tier, up from 8.19% o Surge Bonus Reaches Max Charge in 0.9 seconds, up from 0.6 seconds True Shot o Base



-



Can be cast while moving Cooldown 18 seconds, down from 20 seconds 29.75 damage per level, down from 30.1



o



55.75% Assault Power, down from 56.41% Minor Tier Bonus



o



5.9% Assault Power per tier, up from 5.12% Surge Bonus -



Cast 1: 1.3 seconds cast time, up from 1.1 seconds



-



59.7 damage per level, up from 53.29



Cast 2: 0.65 seconds cast time, up from 0.55 seconds



Cast 3: 0.333 seconds cast time, up from 0.275 seconds The 4th charge of the spell, True Shot, should now cast properly. Vitality Burst o Base - Charge 3



o







o



111.92% Support Power, up from 91.91% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 3



-



o



13.59% Support Power per tier, up from 11.82% Base - Charge 2



-



22.99 damage per level, up from 20.52



o



43.1% Support Power, up from 41.16% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 2



o



5.23% Support Power per tier, up from 4.55% Base - Charge 1 -



14.92 damage per level, up from 13.32



o



27.97% Support Power, up from 24.98% Minor Tier Bonus – Charge 1



o



3.4% Support Power per tier, up from 2.96% Tier 4 Bonus -



o



C1: 4% healing bonus, up from 2% C2: 6% healing bonus, up from 4%



C3: 8% healing bonus, up from 6% Tier 8 Bonus







C1: 51.5% Support Power per tick, up from 45%



Void Slip



o



Base



 Cooldown 45 seconds, down from 60 seconds Player no longer receive the Tier 4 Bonus at all tiers of the ability. Can no longer be cast in situations where the player is the focus of certain dungeon mechanics. Voidspring o Base o o







-



o



6.5% Support Power, up from 6.17% Minor Tier Bonus



o



0.45% Assault Power per tier, up from 0.36% Surge Base



o 



3.48 damage per level, up from 3.28.



-



5.93 damage per level, down from 7.37



-



0.45% Assault Power per tier, up from 0.36%



-



5.93 damage per level, up from 5.



11.13% Support Power, down from 13.83% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



Wild Barrage o Base



o



11.13% Assault Power, up from 9.39% Minor Tier Bonus



o



1.14% Assault Power per tier, up from 1% Surge Base -



o



7.75 damage per level, down from 8.69



14.55% Assault Power, down from 16.28% Surge Minor Tier Bonus



-



o



1.14% Assault Power per tier, up from 1% Tier 8 Bonus



-



Snare by 50%, up from 45%



AMPs



                          



Homeward Bound AMP - Going into the Void now looks consistent to Void Slip. Shock & Awe AMP - No longer triggers if the Spellslinger interrupts their own cast. Focus Stone AMP - Removed AMP from the name of the item gained from this AMP. Desperation: Regenerates 60 focus every 2 seconds, up from 30 focus. Desperation: Triggers after 2s below 10% mana, down from 10s. Deadly Chain: Increases Physical damage dealt by 1.5% per stack, down from 4%. Deadly Chain: Increases Magical damage dealt by 1.5% per stack, down from 4%. Enhanced Shields: Now Triggers at 50% Shields or greater. Enhanced Shields: Retains the buff until Shields equal zero. Evasive Maneuvers: Reduces damage by 7%, down from 32%. Evasive Maneuvers: Duration is now 2s, up from 0.5s. Final Salvo: Applies a 508% Support Power Absorb, up from 447%. Fury: Gain 4 Spell Power per tick, up from 1 Spell Power. Frost Armor: Snare increased to 10%, up from 7%. Gunslinger: Increases Critical Hit Chance by 2.5% per stack, down from 3%. Headhunter: Gain 10 spell surge, up from 5. Killer: Increases Assault Power by 4.5% per stack, down from 12%. Penetrating Rounds: PvP Defense debuff 5%, down from 36%. Power Surge: Increases Assault and Support power by 8.6%, down from 12%. Preparation: Gain 11 Spell Power, up from 3 Spell Power. Surge Damage: Increases outgoing damage by 10%, down from 20%. The One: Deflect Chance buff reduced from 25% to 9%. Vengeance: Duration decreased from 10 second to 5 seconds. Vengeance: Strikethrough buff decreased from 25% to 6%. Withering Magic: Reduces Magic Resistance by 7.2%, down from 8%. New Spellslinger AMP: Critical Surge has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors. New Spellslinger AMP: Surge Damage has been added to the Farside zone reputation vendors.



Stalker General



   



If close by NPCs are in combat then stealth detection, especially for NPCs, should detect more frequently. Spell Ranges will now list their first decimal place. Optimized some Stalker abilities' visual effects. Entering stealth will now despawn pets and scanbots to prevent them from giving away your position.



Abilities







 







The following abilities have been updated to no longer show telegraphs to enemies:



-



Impale



-



Now grants 10% Deflect Chance, down from 15%.



Cripple Punish Decimate



Ruin Amplification Spike - Now gives the proper amount of attributes NanoSkin: Evasive The exit stealth buff now reduces damage taken rather than increasing Resistances.



Collapse



-



The Pull can no longer be deflected.



-



The tooltip now states it destroys 1 Interrupt Armor.



The Tier 4 Root now ignores Diminishing Returns but is broken on damage. Damage reduced to 17% Assault/Support Power down from 27.75% Assault and Support Power, Damage per level reduced to 14.79 down from 24.1. Now only pulls 3 targets, down from 5.







Clone







Now scales with the Caster’s Deflect, Strikethrough, Critical Hit, and Critical Hit Severity. False Retreat







Frenzy







The channel time has been increased to 2.5 seconds up from 2 seconds. Nano Dart







Health transferred has been reduced to 50% of the damage done down from 100%. Nano Field



-











The tooltip now states it destroys 1 Interrupt Armor.



-



Nano Field no longer damages or Heals off of player pets.



-



Healing reduction reduced to 50% down from 60%.



The overtime field only transfers 25% of health down from 75%. nd



The 2 press now transfers 50% Health down from 100%. Phlebotomize Damage increased to 34.75% Assault Power up from 29.4% Assault Power, Damage per level increased to 15.12 up from 12.8.



Pounce



-



Now ignores pets.



-



The tooltip now states it destroys 1 Interrupt Armor.







Tier 8 now has a 1 second cooldown before it can be used in-between charges. Preparation  Tier 4 Heal reduced to 28% Assault/Support Power down from 50% Assault/Support Power.  Fixed a bug that was causing Tier 4 Preparation to always critically heal while in Lethal Stance. Razor Disk Tooltip now clearly says it no longer breaks Stealth. Stagger







Steadfast











-







The tooltip no longer says it requires Deflect to be activated. Tactical Retreat







Fixed an issue that was allowing Base-T3 to be castable while Crowd Controlled and break Crowd Control effects. Tether Mine -



Pets can no longer trigger the trap.



AMPs



 



Avoidance Mastery: Reduces damage taken by 6%, down from 8%. Battle Mastery: Increases Damage Dealt by 8%, down from 12%.



                     



Boost: Increases Support Power by 50%, up from 34%. Enabler: Suit Power gained per tick is now 3, down from 5. Dash for Heals: Cost is 4, up from 3. Fatal Wounds: 2.7% Assault Power damage per tick, down from 3.6%. Forbearance: Heal has been reduced to 51% Support Power down from 125%. Heavy Impact: PvP Defense debuff is now 6%, down from 18%. Iron Man: Now requires 2 stacks, down from 4. Iron Man: Duration of buffs reduced to 10 seconds down from 15 seconds. Iron Man: Cooldown reduced to 20 seconds, down from 45 seconds. Keep Up: Movement Speed increased by 22%, down from 30%. My Turn: Stuns for 1 second, down from 2 seconds. Quick Reboot: Cost is 6, up from 4. Quick Reboot: Shield Reboot time reduced by 3 seconds, down from 4 seconds. Riposte: Increases Strikethrough by 6%, down from 8.5%. Stay Afloat: Heal reduced to 14% Support Power, down from 28%. Stay Afloat: Internal Cooldown increased to 6 seconds up from 3 seconds. Stealth Mastery: Cooldown reduced by 3 seconds, down from 4 seconds Strong-Legged: Movement Speed Increased by 17%, down from 25%. Tech Mastery: Increases Tech by 28%, down from 30%. That’s All You Got? : Decreases damage taken by 10% while above 70% health. Previously, increased resistances by 20% while above 80% health. Unfair Advantage: Suit Power cost reduced by 8, down from 12. New Stalker AMPs: o Regeneration has been added to Algoroc, Deradune, Celestion and Ellevar zone reputation vendors. o Assassin has been added to Galeras and Auroria zone reputation vendors. o Onslaught has been added to Galeras and Auroria zone reputation vendors. o Balanced has been added to Whitevale zone reputation vendors. o Boost has been added to Whitevale zone reputation vendors. o Brutality Master has been added to Whitevale zone reputation vendors. o Tech Mastery has been added to Whitevale zone reputation vendors. o Empowered Attack Mastery has been added to Whitevale zone reputation vendors. o Last Stand has been added to the Wilderrun zone reputation vendors.



Warrior General



  



Warrior Power Strike now has new animation and visual effects. Debuffs are no longer be removed when the Warrior dies. Relentless Strikes and Menacing Strike will no longer trigger their Tier 4 bonuses when not attacking enemies.



Abilities







Atomic Surge







Damage over time now increases when using higher Tiers of the spell. Augmented Blade -



Cooldown reduced to 15 seconds, down from 20 seconds. Debuff duration reduced to 14 seconds at base, down from 19 seconds. Base



 



3.06 damage per level, down from 16.31. 41.24% Assault Power, down from 51.52%



-







Tier 8 Bonus  Fixed a bug preventing the Tier 8 Bonus from firing. Bum Rush



-







Fixed a bug where enemies could deflect the Snare from the Tier 8 Bonus.



Fixed a bug with the Tier 8 bonus where enemies inside the telegraph were often not snared and enemies outside the telegraph could be snared. Defense Grid



-







Now reduces damage taken rather than increasing resistances. Flash Bang







The Tier 8 ability bonus now does the correct amount of damage. Fixed a bug where the Blind was not properly being applied.



Grapple



-



Now ignores GCD. The root caused by Grapple now ignores diminishing returns but will break on damage.







Leap







The root caused by the Tier 8 bonus now ignores diminishing returns but will break on damage. Menacing Strike







-



Fixed a bug where the Menacing Strike impact visual would occasionally play behind the Warrior when attacking large creatures.



-



The Tier 8 Bonus no longer fires when not attacking any enemies.



No longer occasionally flashes a second telegraph. Plasma Blast



-







Tiers 7 and 8 no longer deal the same damage as Tier 6. Plasma Wall







Now reduces damage taken rather than increasing resistances. Polarity Field







Fixed a bug where the field was granting one damage tick more than intended. Power Strike -



Fixed an error in the Tier 8 bonus tooltip.







Ripsaw







Sentinel







Warriors may now refresh their own Sentinel buff on an ally when using Tiers 1-8. Savage Strikes



-



-



The debuff no longer appears as longer than 10 seconds.



Savage Strikes now has a slight delay for the Tier 8 bonus. This prevents the reset from being used in the same GCD, but ensures that the second use will cause both swings to hit enemies.



AMPs



                 



VIII.



Speed Burst: Reduced speed buff to 10% per stack, down from 20%. This no longer stacks with No Escape. No Escape: Reduced speed to 40%, down from 50%. Increased duration to 7 seconds, up from 5 seconds. This no longer stacks with Speed Burst. Anti-Magic Armor: Snares by 15%, down from 30%. Bust Out: Restores 28% Assault and 28% Support Power health per tick, up from 18.68% Assault and 18.68% Support Power health. Cornered: Damage increased by 9.5%, down from 12%. Energy Banks: Increases Max Kinetic Energy by 10%, up from 5%. Fury: Increases damage dealt by 2% per stack, down from 6%. Health Sponge: Increases incoming healing by 57%, up from 50%. Kinetic Fury: Above 500 Kinetic Energy increases damage dealt by 7.2%, down from 12%. Kinetic Fury: Above 750 Kinetic Energy increases damage dealt by 9%, down from 25%. Killing Spree: Heal 127% Assault Power health, up from 70% Assault Power. Kinetic Buffer: Reduces damage taken by 4.5%, down from 8%. Laceration: Deals 14.8% Assault Power per tick, down from 41.4% Assault Power per tick. Power Hitter: Increases Critical Hit Severity by 7.5% per stack, down from 25% per stack. Radiate: Deals 21.6% Assault Power per tick, down from 34.3% Assault Power per tick. Recklessness: Damage increased by 7.5% per stack, down from 15%. Sunder: PvP Defense debuff 6.5%, down from 15%. New Warrior AMPs  Sure Shot and Killing Spree have been added to Algoroc, Deradune, Celestion and Ellevar zone reputation vendors.  Reserve Power and Anti-Magic Armor have been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Spiked Armor has been added to the Whitevale zone reputation vendors.  Kinetic Fury has been added to the Wilderrun zone reputation vendors.



PvP



General         



Combat Rewards/Momentum are now correctly awarded for kills in PvP if you are at level 50. All PvP match reward bags have adjusted rewards based on the average match length. Fixed an issue where the temporary PvP immunity and recent death effects were not applying when the player died to a player in open world PvP. Some exploits involving teleportation have been fixed. There are now PvP and PvE guards stationed in the Crimson Badlands and Northern Wastes. PvP scoreboard update frequency has been reduced. Fixed issue where players would be removed from the matchmaking queue whenever they changed continents or instances. Players who are idle from a battleground match for more than 2 minutes, will now be kicked out of the battleground. Fixed an error which could cause incorrect zone completion scores to be shown in a PvP match.







The following Crowd Control effects now have Diminishing Returns in PvP: Pull, Knockback, and Position Switch.



Items         



Several PvP Imbuement items will now require winning a PvP match instead of just killing players inside the match. Loot Bags from Warplots and Halls of the Bloodsworn now have double the rewards. All PvP Loot Bags now have a chance to roll on the World Loot table equivalent to your level – this table has a multitude of possible rewards including imbuement items, random gear, rune fragments, class AMPs, and more. All PvP Loot Bags are now Soulbound. All money rewards have been adjusted to the average length of the PvP event. This means that Warplots and Halls of the Bloodsworn will award the most monetary rewards, then Walatiki, and lastly Arenas will award the least amount. The T1 PvP weapons (first epics) have had their AP/SP values adjusted. The AP/SP split was previously 65%/35%; it is now 67.5%/32.5%. The T2 PvP weapons (currently the best available) have had their AP/SP values adjusted. The AP/SP split was previously 65%/35%; it is now 72.5%/27.5%. Visual displays have been updated for all level 50 PvP gear. This will affect your existing items. All Level 50 PvP gear has had a re-itemization pass. This will affect your existing items. o The biggest change in this pass is that PvP Offense and PvP Defense will now take up 50% of the item budget for stats. PvP Offense and PvP Defense also now offer 25 stat points per budget point, up from 0.5. o Because of the increase in budget to PvP stat, all other stats on items will decrease by between 5 and 15%; with your Primary stat being the least affected and secondary stats (such as Critical Hit) being the most affected. o All level 50 PvP items now have both PvP Offense and PvP Defense stats.



o



o



o



o



o



Because of this, all level 50 PvP items have had their total stat budgets slightly increased. Warrior Assault gear has changed stats on the following pieces: -



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Impact.



-



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Power Shift.



-



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Impact.



-



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special have been changed to Power Shift.



-



Chest: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit.



Shoulder: Finesse has been changed to Moxie. Chest: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Deflect. Attachment: Critical Severity has been changed to Assault Power, Finesse has been changed to Moxie. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Strikethrough.



Support Systems: Finesse has been changed to Support Power. Warrior Support gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Gloves: Finesse has been changed to Moxie. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Deflect. Attachment: Health has been changed to Assault Power, Insight has been changed to Grit.



Support Systems: Finesse has been changed to Support Power. Engineer Assault has changed stats on the following pieces: Head: Moxie has been changed to Brutality. Chest: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit. Legs: Moxie has been changed to Brutality. Gloves: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Feet: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Deflect. Attachment: Critical Severity has been changed to Assault Power. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Strikethrough.



Support Systems: Brutality has been changed to Support Power. Engineer Support gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Feet: Moxie has been changed to Brutality. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Grit. Attachment: Health has been changed to Assault Power, Insight has been changed to Grit.



Support Systems: Moxie has been changed to Support Power. Medic Assault gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Shoulder: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Grit. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Strikethrough. Attachment: Brutality has been changed to Moxie, Critical Severity has been changed to Assault Power.



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



Support Systems: Brutality has been changed to Support Power. Medic Support gear has changed stats on the following pieces: -



Head: Recovery has been changed to Critical Hit.



-



Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Grit.



-



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Impact.



-



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Power Shift.



-



Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Impact.



-



Head: Brutality has been changed to Moxie, Recovery has been changed to Critical Hit.



-



Head: Finesse has been changed to Brutality.



-



Head: Brutality has been changed to Finesse, Recovery has been changed to Critical Hit.



Legs: Moxie has been changed to Insight. Feet: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Gloves: Brutality has been changed to Moxie, Health has been changed to Critical Hit, and Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Severity. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Recovery. Attachment: Grit has been changed to Assault Power.



Support Systems: Recovery has been changed to Support Power. Stalker Assault gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Chest: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit. Shoulder: Finesse has been changed to Moxie. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Deflect. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Strikethrough. Attachment: Finesse has been changed to Moxie, Critical Severity has been changed to Assault Power.



Support Systems: Finesse has been changed to Support Power. Stalker Support gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Gloves: Finesse has been changed to Moxie. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Grit. Attachment: Insight has been changed to Grit, Health has been changed to Assault Power.



Support Systems: Finesse has been changed to Support Power. Spellslinger Assault gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Head: Moxie has been changed to Brutality. Chest: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit. Legs: Moxie has been changed to Brutality. Feet: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Gloves: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Deflect. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Strikethrough. Attachment: Critical Severity has been changed to Assault Power.



Support Systems: Brutality has been changed to Support Power. Spellslinger Support gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Legs: Brutality has been changed to Insight. Shoulder: Brutality has been changed to Moxie. Gloves: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit, Health has been changed to Critical Severity. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Grit. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Recovery. Attachment: Brutality has been changed to Moxie, Grit has been changed to Assault Power.



Support Systems: Brutality has been changed to Moxie, Recovery has been changed to Support Power. Esper Assault gear has changed stats on the following pieces: Chest: Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Hit. Legs: Finesse has been changed to Brutality. Feet: Brutality has been changed to Finesse. Hands: Brutality has been changed to Finesse. Weapon: Heavy Hitter special has been changed to Impact. Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Deflect. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Strikethrough. Attachment: Critical Severity has been changed to Assault Power.



Support Systems: Brutality has been changed to Support Power. Esper Support gear has changed stats on the following pieces:



-



Legs: Brutality has been changed to Insight.



-



Shield: Bonus Shield Capacity has been changed to Grit.



Shoulders: Brutality has been changed to Finesse. Feet: Moxie has been changed to Finesse. Gloves: Moxie has been changed to Finesse, Health has been changed to Critical Hit, Strikethrough has been changed to Critical Severity. Implant: Critical Hit has been changed to Recovery. Attachment: Brutality has been changed to Finesse, Grit has been changed to Assault Power. Support Systems: Brutality has been changed to Finesse, Recovery has been changed to Support Power.



Arenas    



Swapping action sets is no longer allowed in arenas and while in the Void. Gadgets now consistently appear in the action bar. PVE food can no longer be used in Arenas. Fixed an issue where arena team ratings weren't displaying properly during a match.



Walatiki Temple 



Fixed a bug where damage and speed power ups were not applying their effects.



Halls of the Bloodsworn 



The gate in the spawn room between rooms 2 and 3 has been removed. Arrows will spawn instead to help direct players.



Warplots                  



IX.



The bonus provided by Nano-Pak node capture has been changed. Now, every node captured by your team will increase the damage taken for the enemy team's generators. This bonus is 5% per node and caps at 25%. Players can no longer use the Teleport Center ability to teleport before the match begins. Fixed an issue where players encountered forbidden zone warnings when inside the Warplot turbine areas. If a Warparty has captured the majority of Nano-Pak nodes on the field, then jump pads inside the turbine exits of the enemy Warplot will be enabled for use. Fixed a spelling error on Warplot boss tokens. Warparties will now receive War Coins when completing plug events (i.e. destroying enemy plugs). Fixed exploit for 'Pak It In' achievement. The Nuclear Plant hazard will now increase its damaging effects when the hazard meter is full. Fixed an issue on the Red Warplot base where players could get into a Forbidden zone. The Buzzbing Hive trap will now properly trigger when scanned by a Scientist. The Warplot generator will no longer disappear when being attacked by a Warbot guard. Updated all plug descriptions shown in the Landscape menu for the Warplot Build map to more clearly describe plug behaviors. The Warplot Boss Trogun's Area of Denial spell now ends when he dies. Fixed an issue where players would sink into the ground when dismounting from the Bunker's turrets. Players will be no longer be randomly teleported to their homes during a Warplot PvP match. Joining a Warplot match when not a member of a Warparty will no longer cause the loading screen to hang. Warplot plug creatures will now place players in combat when a player casts a spell on the creature. Notifications from Warplot PvP matches will not properly clear the screen after leaving the Warplot.



Content



[blabla PVE, toutes les zones, adventures, raids & co]



X.



Economy



Auction House/Commodity Exchange  Fixed some punctuation errors in mails sent by Auction/Commodity Exchange transactions.  The transaction notification message from the Auction House and Commodity Exchange can now be clicked through.  Fixed text errors in mails sent by Auction House and Commodity Exchange transactions. Loot  Frosted Radiant Hands are no longer restricted to Engineers.  The Chest of Crafting Components and Satchel of Scavenged Supplies no longer sell back to the vendor for Crafting Vouchers.



 



Lowered the Cloth drop rates on humanoid mobs. Reduced Eldercraft Crate of Surplus Crafting Goods crafting voucher price by half (roughly 140% the cost of the Bag of Surplus Crafting Goods). Adjusted associated loot tables to match, increasing the chance for Research level items.  Void Slip and other abilities that remove you from combat temporarily will no longer cause bosses to not drop loot.  The models of loot rewarded from paths and challenges will now properly fly to the character and disappear.  The size of a loot item when it drops is now determined by the quality of the item (the bigger the better). Runecrafting  Rune Sets: o All Rune Sets in the game have received a balance pass. o Fixed many tooltip errors. o Rune Sets are no longer removed on player death. o Spellweaver - The debuff now properly reduces Magic Resistance by 5%. o Weapon Specialist - The debuff now properly reduces Physical Resistance by 5%. o Technophile - Fixed a bug where the debuff was never applied it now properly reduces Technology Resistance by 5%. o Focused Surge - Redesigned to work with the updated Spellslinger class mechanic. Now applies a stacking Assault and Support Power buff when using Spell Surged attacks. o Lingering Charge - Redesigned to work with the updates to Warrior Stances. Now triggers when activating either stance. o Reverberate - No longer triggers the AoE damage after either Whirlwind or Plasma Wall finish casting or are interrupted. o Runes of Protection - The Tier 8 bonus of Interrupt Armor now lasts 10 seconds to match the duration of the granted Absorb Shield. o Spellweaver - The debuff now properly reduces Magic Resistance by 5%. o Weapon Specialist - The debuff now properly reduces Physical Resistance by 5% o Technophile - Fixed a bug where the debuff was never being applied and now properly reduces Technology Resistance by 5%. o Focused Surge - This rune set has been redesigned to work with the updated Spellslinger class mechanic. Now Focused Surge applies a stacking Assault and Support Power buff when using Spell Surged attacks. o Lingering Charge - This rune set has been redesigned to work with the updates to Warrior Stances. Now lingering charge will trigger when activating either stance. o Reverberate - This rune set has been redesigned and will not trigger the AoE damage after either Whirlwind or Plasma Wall finish casting or are interrupted. o Fixed several tooltip text errors. o Spellweaver - The debuff now properly reduces Magic Resistance by 5%. o Weapon Specialist - The debuff now properly reduces Physical Resistance by 5% o Technophile - Fixed a bug where the debuff was never being applied and now properly reduces Technology Resistance by 5%. o Focused Surge - This rune set has been redesigned to work with the updated Spellslinger class mechanic. Now Focused Surge applies a stacking Assault and Support Power buff when using Spell Surged attacks. o Lingering Charge - This rune set has been redesigned to work with the updates to Warrior Stances. Now lingering charge will trigger when activating either stance. o Reverberate - This rune set has been redesigned and will not trigger the AoE damage after either Whirlwind or Plasma Wall finish casting or are interrupted.  Salvaging Heavy Armor pieces (levels 15-25) should now produce the correct amount of loot.  Eldan Sign of Air no longer shares an icon with Major Sign of Air.  New runecrafting layout now filters by elements and level.  New runecrafting layout now displayed required materials and has a 'Craft' button at the bottom.  In Runecrafting, the name of the attribute added should display as "+19" instead of just "+1" now.  In Runecrafting, it will now say "+0" when attempting to add an improper rune.  Runes are now sorted by Element and Tier in the UI. The new tiers of rune are Attribute, General Rune Set, Class Rune Set, Elder Rune Set, PvP Attribute and PvP Rune Set.  Runes now respect Level and Class requirements. You will no longer be able to equip runes that are above your level or part of a class set for another class. As such, base stats for Life, Logic and Fusion runes have been lowered to a level required of 15.  Protect Your Neck, Preservation, Team Player, Focus Regen, Shield Specialist, Assassin, Spellweaver, Weapon Specialist, and Technophile Rune Sets now have a third bonus available at 12 runes.  Rune Fragment drop rates have been increased for both Salvaging and the Chest of Crafting Components loot bag from Challenges. o Rune Fragments, Intricate Fragments and Armor Fragments will also continue to appear in higher level Chest of Crafting Components rewards.  Runes are no longer divided by Primary, Secondary and Tertiary. All runes will give their full benefits. This will affect your existing slotted runes. If you had a Secondary or Tertiary Rune slotted into your armor or weapon, it should now give more stat bonus.  Life, Logic and Fusion Rune Slots now appear on items beginning at level 15 instead of 45 at a low rate. Because of this change, several Life, Logic and Fusion Rune recipes have had their materials changed to give players options for creating Runes for these slots. The changes to the recipes are documented below.







 



The early level Rune Sets now all use one unified Rune Set Fragment for crafting instead of having individual Rune Set Fragments for each individual set. This new fragment is called the Augmented Rune Fragment. The old set fragments will no longer be used after this change. The Class Rune Sets now use one Rune Set Fragment per class instead of having individual Rune Set Fragments for each individual set. The old set fragments will no longer be used after this change. We have added several PvP runes. o PvP Offense runes now appear under Fire, Air, and Fusion o PvP Defense runes now appear under Earth, Water, Life, Logic and Fusion o There are new PvP Class Rune Sets!



-



Warrior can now acquire the Rune Set: Overpower



-



This recipe now requires 1 Armor Rune Fragment



-



Removed the Greater Sign of Life and Major Sign of Life materials



-



Removed the Greater Sign of Life and Major Sign of Life materials



-



Removed the Greater Sign of Life and Major Sign of Life materials



-



Removed the Greater Sign of Life and Major Sign of Life materials



-



Removed the Greater Sign of Logic and Major Sign of Logic materials



-



Removed the Greater Sign of Logic and Major Sign of Logic materials



-



This recipe now requires 1 Intricate Rune Fragment



-



Reduced the Eldan Rune Fragment to the basic Rune Fragment



-



Reduced the Eldan Rune Fragment to the basic Rune Fragment



-



Reduced the Eldan Rune Fragment to the basic Rune Fragment



-



Reduced the Eldan Rune Fragment to the basic Rune Fragment



Engineer can now acquire the Rune Set: Supercharged ExoSuit Medic can now acquire the Rune Set: Shield Flux Stalker can now acquire the Rune Set: Unfair Advantage Spellslinger can now acquire the Rune Set: Scatter Shots



Esper can now acquire the Rune Set: Sight Before Sight There is a new Rune Fragment – Fragment of the Gladiator – available for purchase at the PvP vendors. This is used to craft the above PvP rune sets. This fragment also has a chance to drop from the PvP loot bags at the end of each PvP match. o All of the above mentioned Runes have new crafting recipes located under the PvP section of the Runecrafting window. The following Runecrafting recipes have had their material requirements changed: o Earth Rune of Resist Magic



o







o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



Because of addition of an Armor Rune Fragment, the basic Rune Fragment requirement has been reduced by 1 Life Rune of Finesse This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Water and 2 Greater Sign of Air Life Rune of Insight This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Water and 2 Greater Sign of Fire Life Rune of Brutality This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Fire and 2 Greater Sign of Earth Life Rune of Grit This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Earth and 2 Greater Sign of Water Logic Rune of Tech This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Earth and 2 Greater Sign of Fire Logic Rune of Moxie This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Fire and 2 Greater Sign of Air Logic Rune of Critical Hit Because of addition of an Intricate Rune Fragment, the basic Rune Fragment requirement has been reduced by 1 Fusion Rune of Brutality Removed the Major Sign of Fusion and Eldan Sign of Fusion materials



This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Fire, 1 Greater Sign of Water, 1 Greater Sign of Earth and 1 Major Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Moxie Removed the Major Sign of Fusion and Eldan Sign of Fusion materials



This now requires 2 Greater Sign of Fire, 1 Greater Sign of Water, 1 Greater Sign of Earth and 1 Greater Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Finesse Removed the Major Sign of Fusion and Eldan Sign of Fusion materials



This now requires 1 Greater Sign of Fire, 2 Greater Sign of Water, 1 Greater Sign of Earth and 1 Greater Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Insight Removed the Major Sign of Fusion and Eldan Sign of Fusion materials



This now requires 1 Greater Sign of Fire, 2 Greater Sign of Water, 1 Greater Sign of Earth and 1 Greater Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Tech



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



o



-



Reduced the Eldan Rune Fragment to the basic Rune Fragment



-



Reduced the Eldan Rune Fragment to the basic Rune Fragment



-



All of the above Rune recipes have had Eldan Sign of Fusion requirement removed



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Removed the Eldan Sign of Fusion material



-



Protect Your Neck



-



Predator and Sucker Punch now require a Fragment of the Stalker



Removed the Major Sign of Fusion and Eldan Sign of Fusion materials



This now requires 1 Greater Sign of Fire, 1 Greater Sign of Water, 2 Greater Sign of Earth and 1 Greater Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Grit Removed the Major Sign of Fusion and Eldan Sign of Fusion materials.



This now requires 1 Greater Sign of Fire, 1 Greater Sign of Water, 2 Greater Sign of Earth and 1 Greater Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Resist Tech, Fusion Rune of Resist Physical, Fusion Rune of Resist Magic, Fusion Rune of Assault Power and Fusion Rune of Support Power Instead, they all now require 3 Major Sign of Fusion Fusion Rune of Critical Severity This now requires 1 Major Sign of Logic Fusion Rune of Deflect This now requires 1 Major Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Recovery This now requires 1 Major Sign of Water Fusion Rune of Critical Hit This now requires 1 Major Sign of Life Fusion Rune of Deflect Critical This now requires 1 Major Sign of Life Fusion Rune of Strikethrough This now requires 1 Major Sign of Air Fusion Rune of Health This now requires 1 Major Sign of Life Fusion Rune of Armor This now requires 1 Major Sign of Logic Fusion Rune of Shield Capacity This now requires 1 Major Sign of Air The following Sets no longer require a Set-specific Rune. Each of these runes now requires an Augmented Rune Fragment. Preservation Team Player Focus Regen Shield Specialist Assassin Spellweaver Weapon Specialist



Technophile The following Sets no longer require a Set-specific Rune. Each of these now require their appropriate Class-specific Rune. Full Charge and Echo Burst now require a Fragment of the Medic Tough Chassis and In the Zone now require a Fragment of the Engineer Lingering Charge and Reverberate now require a Fragment of the Warrior Synapse and Concentrated Assault now require a Fragment of the Esper Surge Bank and Focused Surge now require a Fragment of the Spellslinger



Tradeskills General







Tradeskill recipe list now has a new icon for One-Use Schematics.



              



Work Order quests should now properly display the correct schematic when clicking the objectives in the quest tracker. Non-equipable items can now be directly crafted from the schematics tab instead of from the Circuit Board Crafting screen. Items without parents or children can also be crafted directly from the schematics screen instead of from the Coordinate Crafting screen. For all Relic Blaster harvesting tools, the Player must now face towards a node to harvest it. The Player may now use 'Epochos' and 'Adventus' schematics as long as the schematic items are in their inventory. Underground mining nodes in Galeras near Tempest Refuge should no longer show up on the above ground minimap. The 3D visualizations on characters for all crafted items have been improved. The icons for many tradeskill related items have been upgraded. Work Order quests should now properly display the correct schematic when clicking the objectives in the quest tracker. Now, Players have to confirm one time they want to allocate a Tradeskill talent point. Crafting circuit tooltips now show again. In Grid Crafting, "How to Unlock" will deal with unlocking by recipes better. In Grid Crafting, the last additive's icon is now shown when exploring the grid. The time it takes for Tradeskill nodes to respawn in the world has been increased. Fixed an issue where Advanced Relic Nodes would sometimes get a major visual glitch during the harvesting process. Made the size of Expert Architect crafting targets larger.



Architect



 



Adjusted the size of Expert Architect crafting targets to deal with balance issues. Targets were too small to realistically hit without getting really lucky. The following Architect talents no longer grant the use of a catalyst:



-



 



Trailblazer Producer Recycler Woodworker Metalsmith



Fabric Artist Updated icons for Architect Talents Architect Talents have had their icons updated to better represent the outcomes they influence.



Armorer



         



Icons for Supercharged talents in the Armorer talent tree have been restored. Fixed an issue where Wall Breakers, the heavy armor boots associated with the Dominion Astrovoid adventure, had bad item data. This also fixed the achievement related to them. Fixed an issue where Apprentice Armorer schematic 'Type II Titanium Weave Plastron' was uncraftable. Armorer design "Walatiki Stone Guard Hauberk's" title has been changed from 'Formula: Walatiki Stone Guard Hauberk' to 'Design: Walatiki Stone Guard Hauberk.' Fixed an issue where Armorers’ ‘Apprentice Armor Tech I’ displayed invalid text in place of the crafted items required to fulfill this task. Fixed an issue where the required crafted item count for Armorers’ ‘Artisan Head Protection III’ and ‘Artisan Armor Tech V’ did not match the description text in the tech tree for those tasks. Missing icons for Supercharged Armorer talent tree have been restored. Fixed an issue where Apprentice Armorer schematic 'Type II Titanium Weave Plastron' was uncraftable Armorer design "Walatiki Stone Guard Hauberk's" title has been changed from 'Formula: Walatiki Stone Guard Hauberk' to 'Design: Walatiki Stone Guard Hauberk.' Fixed an issue where Wall Breakers, the heavy armor boots associated with the Dominion Astrovoid adventure, had bad item data. This also fixed the achievement related to them.



Cooking



 



Adjusted the range and variance of diagonally moving cooking additives, and adjusted the cost of most cooking additives. Adjusted the range and variance of diagonally moving cooking additives. In addition, adjusted the cost of most cooking additives.



Mining



  



Resolved an issue where mining nodes were still displaying their nameplates after the node was depleted. Leaving a Wurm Tunnel will no longer teleport you off to a random location where they fall to their death. Pocket Cap Playspace for Crimson Isle now has harvesting nodes.



Outfitter



 



The ECU Augmented Leather Scout Outfitter schematic now calls for the correct materials. Outfitter tech achievement 'M-5 Nightrunner' should now unlock the 'Warden's Lithetek Custom Knickers' item track instead of the 'Rimewater Girrokhide Gloves' item track. Relic Hunter  Artisan's Relic Blaster now uses the correct model. Tailor  In Crafting, the Elder Tradeskill message "Any Power Core" is now properly listed as "Any Hybrid Power Core."  Eldercraft Tailor schematics 'Adventus; LA-3 series' and 'LA-4 series' now require Eldan Data Fragments instead of double cloth.



Technologist  The Expert Technologist Octopod Serum variant, Temporal Shimmy Tonic, no longer has a craft radius of 0.  Expert Technologist Heartichoke Serum variant, Kinetic Omniplasm Grenade, no longer has a craft radius of 0. Weaponsmith  The Stormcrush Bladed Psybomb now properly displays a Psyblade model.



XI.                         



User Interface The entire user interface has been revamped. Players can now report spam by right-clicking the offending message. Added an option to turn Cinematic Subtitles on/off in the Audio Settings menu. Its default setting is off. Player can now have only 16 mail messages open at a time. Story Panels should now consistently appear as intended. The /advice channel is now zone-based. Players looking for a global chat channel should create their own via Circles! Gadgets should now consistently appear in the action bar. Telegraphs should now consistently disappear out of combat. Fixed an issue that was causing player telegraphs to display for 300ms longer than intended. Runecraft confirmations now pop-up at the bottom so they don't draw over the menu tabs above. The 'Join a Guild' message is now properly centered in the Guild interface. Clicking a schematic in the Tech Tree will automatically display the proper UI. If it can be crafted, the Craft UI will appear. If it's locked or a simple craft, the Schematic list will appear. Combat Options UI now has a slider for the length of the ability queue when active. Combat log can now be filtered via a settings window. All Tales From Beyond the Fringe covers now have a new logo. Instance settings are now visible in the mini-map. Notifications from Warplot PvP matches will now properly clear the screen after leaving the warplot. Drag and drop functionality in the Action Builder is now more responsive. The award for most kills in a dungeon now shows the correct text. The transaction notification message from the Auction House and Commodity Exchange can now be clicked through. Vendor UI items list should now properly update when the Player's inventory changes. In Crafting, the Elder Tradeskill message "Any Power Core" is now properly listed as "Any Hybrid Power Core." In Grid Crafting, the last additive's icon is now shown when exploring the grid. In Grid Crafting, "How to Unlock" will deal with unlocking by recipes better. Crafting:



-



                



Circuit tooltips now show again. In Crafting, the Catalyst frame has been moved and now has a clear 'None' option. In Crafting, Markers will no longer clear as they're added. They now leave a trail behind. In Crafting, the entire grid is now clickable. In Crafting, there is more and consistent buffer zone for both circles and discoverables near the edge of the screen. In Crafting, all craft tooltips clear after the Player logs off. In Crafting, the last attempt window has been removed. This information is now on the tooltip of the last attempt marker.



In Crafting, Additives now have their cost displayed more prominently. They are also sorted from lowest to highest price. Now, Players have to confirm one time they want to allocate a Tradeskill talent point. Tradeskill recipe list now has a new icon for One-Use Schematics. Objects targeted by another Player will now display a grey unit frame. Ability tooltips should no longer appear half off the screen. There are now new icons for dungeon summary screen stats (e.g. Most Kills or Most Healing Done). Fixed text issue in instance exit dialogue. A second tab for creating a character no longer appears in the character selection menu when logging in an account with no characters Subzone names are now consistently displayed on the mini-map. Fixed a rare crash when the Player claimed Tradeskill talents. Macro window's 'Select Icon' menu no longer displays an empty list. The bottoms of commands in the Macros window should no longer be cut off. Story Panels should now consistently appear as intended. Clicking a schematic in the Tech Tree will automatically display the proper UI. If it can be crafted, the Craft UI will appear. If it's locked or a simple craft, the Schematic list will appear. The guild item repair panel has been re-organized. Runecraft confirmation now pop-up at the bottom so they don't draw over the menu tabs above. The Auction House addon will no longer fail if non-sensical values are entered into the 'Filter by Level" fields. Sending Friend requests should no longer cause addon errors.



  



The crafting summary screen should now properly show Circuit messages for circuit crafts, and Grid messages for grid crafts. Hoverboards will now preview correctly in the Mount Customization addon. Fixed an issue that could cause a completed 'memory' mini-game to incorrectly display its sequence over the sequence of the next 'memory' mini-game. Soldier Holdouts will now display the correct amount of time remaining on the last wave. Survivalist Carcasses on the Commodities Exchange have been renamed to explain which meat they're made of. Removed checkbox for Combat Theme from Sound Options. In the Group Interface, Instance Settings has been removed and made into a separate UI. Fixed a rare crash in the movement system. The residence settings UI will now close when leaving the housing map. The video options menu now has settings presets for low/med/high graphics settings The auto camera zoom-out is now independent of the maximum camera distance and it is also now a bit faster for short distances. The mini-map now displays information regarding the difficulty and rallied mode of dungeons. There are now new icons for dungeon summary screen stats (e.g. Most Kills or Most Healing Done). Inspect panel is now in new UI style Ability tooltips should no longer appear half off the screen. The bottoms of commands in the Macros window should no longer be cut off. Macro window's 'Select Icon' menu no longer displays an empty list. Objects targeted by another Player will now display a grey unit frame. The award for most kills in a dungeon now shows the correct text. The Auction House addon will no longer fail if non-sensical values are entered into the 'Filter by Level" fields. Subzone names are now consistently displayed on the mini-map. The fade-out time of telegraphs from spells cast by Players, Players in vehicles, and Players' pets has been greatly reduced. Tutorial:



                   



-



XII.



All Settler path tutorial pages are now in the correct codex category. The Class Resource tutorial panels are now in the appropriate codex category. Moved the Ability Builder tutorial into the correct codex category.



API Changes   



XIII.



Apollo: Added new API method "GetHazardDisplayString" to Hazard library which takes a Hazard ID and returns the display string associated with that hazard. Apollo: Added PathMission:IsOptional() function that will indicate if a Path Mission needs to be completed in order to complete the Path Episode associated with the mission. Apollo API: The lua coroutine library has been explicitly removed.



Housing                     



Medical Station 1x1 should now properly give credit when starting the challenge. 'That's the Spirit!' challenge now lasts 180 seconds instead of 150 seconds. This should make the challenge easier to complete. The Orbital Strike action icon for the Osun Forge Challenge now has a new icon. The Housing Open World PvE buff now applies to XP earned from Quests and Public Events, in addition to kills. Fixed an issue where players could enter and leave their homes while dead. Players' ghosts should no longer fall through the ground if they are on a housing plot when the plot is changed. Housing challenges should no longer appear able to be started while a reward is pending. Fixed an issue where advanced decor controls would disappear when another player on the same housing plot placed decor. Fixed a bug that was allowing some challenges to be completed much quicker if they were abandoned and restarted. Fixed an issue that would cause different damage numbers between the combat log and floating combat text when attacking some creatures. The residence settings UI will now close when leaving the housing map. Fixed an issue where advanced decor controls would disappear when another player on the same housing plot placed decor. The Hedge Maze's preview screenshots have been updated. Eldan Statue landscape enhancement now states "Activate" instead of "Talk to" in the use text. Removed placeholder text from the Arkship Cryopod Item. The Orbital Strike icon for the Osun Forge Challenge has been replaced with a new icon. FABkits available for re-purchase will now properly cost renown as well as display the purchase requirements. The maximum number of Neighbors has been raised to 100 (up from 25). The Prospector Plot plug's Gold Grab challenge no longer allows players to select invisible "Mine Spot" units in the area while the challenge is active. Guide Arrows for the Protostar Hazard Training plug's 'Evasive Maneuvers' challenge no longer point off randomly to the distance. The 'Medic!' challenge is now 20 seconds longer.



                  



 



XIV.



The buffs provided by the housing buff board and the rest XP buffs conferred by housing decor now have new icons. Decor can no longer be scaled larger than their maximum size when scaling linked decor. Housing decor can now be placed around the entire property. Only one Crafting Kiosk plug will be allowed on each property. The Datascape Raid Portal will now provide a clear error message if the player does not meet the prerequisite to use it. Corrected text mistake in Eldan Statue landscape enhancement’s use progress bar. Canceling on the Wishing Well's action bar now properly closes the action bar. Blasted Landscape plug now includes the correct Exile or Dominion banner instead of a soldier's holdout beacon. The Crimson Isle Biome Portal will no longer appear to players who are below level 50. The Tier 5 Festival Plug should now correctly drop loot. The visitor settings for new Residences will now default to "Neighbors Only". Added audio and improved the graphics for Housing Recall and the Return Teleporter back to the world. The Return Teleporter now teleports players who step onto it instead of needing a use interaction. Players can now enter the outhouse to sit on the toilet. Visitors will see crated objects when the house owner sends all decor to the crate. Protostar Hazard Training Course can now be run again just a few seconds after all players have failed it. Improved the confirmation message in the Housing Landscape UI to clarity what housing additions are being replaced or destroyed. The Housing PvE daily buff now applies to any XP gained outside of dungeons, adventures, raids, and PvP. The Dominion and Exile trenches have been re-configured to accommodate new gameplay. The guns and cannons now point towards the minefield and a generator has been added. The Osun Forge challenge has been adjusted to release waves of enemies slowly at the beginning of the challenge, then ramp up as the challenge progresses. The challenge-provided spells have been rebalanced to allow for more engaging and frequent interaction from the player. The Hedge Maze's preview screenshots have been updated. Arkship Cryopod should now display correct text.



Audio  







Added and updated tons of sound effects in the game for your listening pleasure! Voice Over



-



Updated VO for Stormtalon Lair dungeon



-



Skywatch Victory



Updated VO for several 'zone welcome' tutorials Updated VO for Cassian Males. The Announcer's naughty words are now bleeped out appropriately. Updated VO for Exile Females. Added VO for Ikthian Males. Updated VO for Agent Lex Added VO for the Caretaker and Warden Rhadman in the Riot in the Void adventure. Updated VO for Mechari (both sexes). Updated VO for Mordesh Females. Updated VO for Protostar Billboards. Updated VO for 'Intro to Avatus Scaretaker' event in the Datascape.



Updated Announcer VO for Challenges. Sound effects, voice over and other audio elements have been updated in the following cinematics: Widowmaker Self Destruct Sequence Escape from the Ikthian Ship Human Creation Making Contact Terraformer Destruction Drusera Datacube Driving Out the Entity Fist of Azrion Restore Power to Generator Beaming Instructions to Spiderbot Elderroot Burns Skulls Eye Ship Arrival Bloodfire Blood Ritual Elderoot Flyby Stormseeker High Shaman



                         



Added Music to Hellrose Bowl halftime show. Added power-up sound effects to the Large Generator on the Exile Arkship. All Exo-Labs and cave-type areas of Everstar Grove now have the proper ambience audio. Ammunition Deposits in Skullcano now have audio when they explode. Underwater ambience audio should now play properly. Caves and Exo-Labs in Ellevar should now have the proper ambient audio. Added sound effects to Explorer path Staking Claim flags. Added sounds to several housing decor items and plugs. Music in Grimvault should now play correctly. If two or more people attempt to enter or exit the basement door in the Hycrest Insurrection adventure, they will no longer hear overlapping sounds. Lightning strikes sound volume is now louder in Levian Bay Loot sounds now play properly when creatures die. Added sound effects to Kel Voreth. Player characters now all play a sound when they get knocked down. Players in a Taxi will no longer hear someone else's Taxi Driver while on route. Protostar Billboards in Whitevale no longer play all at once. Added sound effects to the Farming tradeskill. The jet pack in the Hycrest Insurrection adventure now has the correct sounds. The pumera spell Chilling Fury now stops playing sounds when it's interrupted. Rat run and walk sounds are now much quieter. The sound for the Deadstar Brawler's flourishing combo spell plays through only once and stops when he's killed. The dracus spell Slime Tract now stops playing sounds when it's interrupted. Sounds for the Megatech Trooper spell Whirlwind now match its visual effects better. Warplots music should now play correctly. Tideborn Facility should now have the proper ambience audio. Updated sounds for the following Engineer abilities:



    



Repair Bot Updated the ambience audio for Mudraker Village. Updated the buy and sell sounds. All of Jariel the Archon's datacubes now have updated voice over. Audio issues caused by spamming Accept/Decline on incoming comm-calls has been fixed. Wilderrun should now have proper ambience audio.
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of rapace launcher .fr 

In the field URL or local path to setup file, you can specify the path to the setup ... Once in the OF mission briefing, the pilots will see ppt, tgt and lines on the map ...
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IV. CHANT IV. CHANT 

I'm sitting here, I miss the power. I'd like to go out taking a shower. But there's a heavy ... Baby, anyhow, I'll get another toy. And everything will happen and you'll ...
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Sonata IV 

Page 1. Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). Sonata IV. BWV 528. 1. Adagio. 43 vivace. 43. 4. 43. 7. 10. Public Domain. Page 2 ... 63. 3. 67. 71. 3. 75. 3. 79 ...
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; ; 1. iv . . 

Maison des Avocats. 36 rue de la RÃ©sistance. 42 000 SAINT-HIENME. Affaire suivie : D. SCHOTS - Directeur. OBJET : Commission semestrielle de suivi des ...
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Chapter IV 

IV.5 shows a Vectra WAXS pattern corrected from background recorded during ...... in this case, owing to the difficulty to fit a amorphous background curve. (a).
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Sonata IV 

This sheet music has been placed in the public domain by the typesetter, for details see: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain. Typeset using www.
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Postcards IV 

œ œb œb œb. Œ œn œ œ œb Œ œn œb œn œ# œ œ# œ œb Œ œ œb œ œ Œ œb œ œ œn. Œ œbœ œbœŒ œbœ œ œb œj‰ œ j‰ œ j‰‰ œj‰ œ j‰ œ j.
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Annexe IV 

d'Eti-Oni ? 2011. Ogunjemite (2011). NigÃ©ria. Gashaka-Gumti PN. 500â€“1000 ..... (in press). TABLEAU 11. Estimations d'abondance de l'orang-outan de Sumatra ...
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IV : ADVENTURING 

When a character tries to avoid detection by hiding, ... Detection rolls are made on 1d20 + the character's ..... only during a full movement action or charge.
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Rolemaster Companion IV 

The breaking maneuver is 'extremely hardÂº. As in Minor. Weh, the sccond, non-offensive option can be chosen with up to two strands or one 20' strand produced ...
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iv - repair and adjustments 

taking lens, a mirror, a Fresnel viewing screen .... The incorporation of a mirror in tghe lens-to-film ...... be bent while in the center of the field, the line.
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Section IV Hydraulic Engineering 

Introduction â€¢ Properties of Fluids â€¢ Fluid Pressure and Hydrostatics â€¢ Fluids in Non-Uniform ... Cross Sections â€¢ Gradually Varied Flow â€¢ Water Surface Profile Analysis .... Similarly, in coastal engineering, recent mathematical models mak
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Stairway to heaven - IV 

Page 1. Led Zeppelin. Stairway to heaven - IV.
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Rolemaster Companion IV 

still wants to use this list, the Heat Critical Srike Tahle can be used, modifying the damage descriptions to reflec? Un uc:id damage rather than helf defyiáŒ€á‰‚.
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Aircraft Exhaust Systems IV 

BY BRIEN A. SEELEY, ED VETTER AND THE CAFE BOARD. The goal of this report is to improve the power, efficiency and reliability of aircraft exhaust systems.
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oxycodone iv abuse 

is oxycodone an opiate or opioid induced constipation. 10 mg oxycodone ... 30 mg codeine equivalent to oxycodone withdrawal symptoms oxycodone hcl 30 mg ...
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IV ETUDE D'IMPACT 

cancérigènes suspectés). Pas d'effets génotoxiques selon les études réalisées. Pas d'information disponible. Réduction des ions sulfate en soufre et sulfure d' ...
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Rolemaster Companion IV 

Note: The spell levels used on this list are used for the spells using the normal 6 SL elements: heat, cold, light, Water, air, and earih. Other. Elements. or mixtures ...
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Rolemaster Companion IV 

begin to vibrate. If it is a fragile object, it may break (RR). If it is an object held by a being, the being must make an RR (each round) or fumble it. If it is a being, ...
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Rolemaster Companion IV 

Note: This list could also be un Evil Cleric or Evil Mentalist Base list. Note: These spells are inherently evil. Nu "goed" character can use them without eventually ...
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oxycodone iv po administration 

10 mg oxycodone vs 10 mg hydrocodone 20 dollars can you overdose on 5 mg oxycodone and alcohol how oxycodone ... oxycodone 5 mg mylan can you sniff ...
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EAGLE IV 4x4 - ArmyTrucks 

EAGLE IV. M I L I T A R Y T A C T I C A L V E H I C L E. 4x4. The MOWAG EAGLE IV is ideally suited as a platform for various tactical mission roles such as ...
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iv - repair and adjustments 

initiates the application of power to the gear train drive motor. Switch ... the counter, the camera will cycle through 10 exposures even ..... Section I. In that section, detailed analysis of individual ... expected shelf life. When the ... must tra
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Cozy Mark IV 

a Volkswagen engine and no ailerons. It evolved to ... Nat Puffer of Mesa, Arizona, the. Cozy Mark IV ...... A Non Profit, All Volunteer, Tax-exempt. Educational ...
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